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Up-to-the-minute Bluetooth 4. There has never been a Bluetooth 4 Guide like
this. It contains 57 answers, much more than you can imagine; comprehensive
answers and extensive details and references, with insights that have never
before been offered in print. Get the information you need--fast! This allembracing guide offers a thorough view of key knowledge and detailed insight.
This Guide introduces what you want to know about Bluetooth 4. A quick look
inside of some of the subjects covered: Samsung Galaxy Pocket Plus, Asus
VivoTab, Samsung Galaxy Pocket Neo, Samsung Galaxy Note II - Specifications,
Ubuntu Edge - Technical details, Chromebox - HP Chromebook 11, Bluetooth LE
- Applications, IBeacon - Technical details, Nike+ FuelBand - Nike+ FuelBand
SE, Bluetooth SMART - Applications, Bluetooth v4.0 - Implementation, Google
Nexus - Nexus 5, ANT (network) - Comparison with Bluetooth, Bluetooth Low
Energy, and ZigBee, Sony Xperia SP - Software, Chromebox - HP Chromebook
14, Sony Xperia Tablet Z2 - Hardware, Pebble Technology - Hardware, Lenovo
IdeaTab Lynx - Specifications and performance, Sony Xperia E1 - Hardware,
Apple Watch - Technology, Chromebox - C720P, MacBook Air - Specifications,
IBeacon - Spoofing, OS X Yosemite - System requirements, Smartglasses Page 1/27
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2013, Sony Xperia L - Hardware, Dell Netbooks - Dell Inspiron 14R(5420),
Bluetooth SMART - Compatibility, Bluetooth low energy - Applications, Bluetooth
LE - Compatibility, Kobo Arc, Windows Phone 8.1 - Enterprise and other
improvements, Bluetooth low energy - Further reading, Sony Xperia Z2 Hardware, Optical head-mounted display - GlassUp, IBeacon - Latest
developments, Lenovo IdeaTab tablets - IdeaTab Lynx, IPhone 4S - Hardware,
Nexus 10 - Hardware and design, Nokia Lumia 920 - Connectivity, Optical headmounted display - 2013, and much more...
Today's market for mobile apps goes beyond the iPhone to include BlackBerry,
Nokia, Windows Phone, and smartphones powered by Android, webOS, and
other platforms. If you're an experienced web developer, this book shows you
how to build a standard app core that you can extend to work with specific
devices. You'll learn the particulars and pitfalls of building mobile apps with
HTML, CSS, and other standard web tools. You'll also explore platform
variations, finicky mobile browsers, Ajax design patterns for mobile, and much
more. Before you know it, you'll be able to create mashups using Web 2.0 APIs
in apps for the App Store, App World, OVI Store, Android Market, and other
online retailers. Learn how to use your existing web skills to move into mobile
development Discover key differences in mobile app design and navigation,
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including touch devices Use HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and Ajax to create effective
user interfaces in the mobile environment Learn about technologies such as
HTML5, XHTML MP, and WebKit extensions Understand variations of platforms
such as Symbian, BlackBerry, webOS, Bada, Android, and iOS for iPhone and
iPad Bypass the browser to create offline apps and widgets using web
technologies
Continuous Testing for DevOps Professionals is the definitive guide for DevOps
teams and covers the best practices required to excel at Continuous Testing (CT)
at each step of the DevOps pipeline. It was developed in collaboration with top
industry experts from across the DevOps domain from leading companies such
as CloudBees, Tricentis, Testim.io, Test.ai, Perfecto, and many more. The book
is aimed at all DevOps practitioners, including software developers, testers,
operations managers, and IT/business executives. It consists of 4 sections: 1.
Fundamentals of Continuous Testing 2. Continuous Testing for Web Apps 3.
Continuous Testing for Mobile Apps 4. Advancing Continuous Testing All profits
from Continuous Testing for DevOps Professionals will be donated to code.org,
which is a nonprofit dedicated to expanding access to computer science in
schools and increasing participation by women and underrepresented minorities.
Develop interactive Arduino-based Internet projects with Ethernet and WiFi About
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This Book Build Internet-based Arduino devices to make your home feel more
secure Learn how to connect various sensors and actuators to the Arduino and
access data from Internet A project-based guide filled with schematics and wiring
diagrams to help you build projects incrementally Who This Book Is For This
book is intended for those who want to learn more about Arduino and make
Internet-based interactive projects with Arduino. If you are an experienced
software developer who understands the basics of electronics, then you can
quickly learn how to build the Arduino projects explained in this book. What You
Will Learn Make a powerful Internet controlled relay with an embedded web
server to monitor and control your home electrical appliances Build a portable WiFi signal strength sensor to give haptic feedback about signal strength to the user
Measure water flow speed and volume with liquid flow sensors and record realtime readings Secure your home with motion-activated Arduino security cameras
and upload images to the cloud Implement real-time data logging of a solar panel
voltage with Arduino cloud connectors Track locations with GPS and upload
location data to the cloud Control a garage door light with your Twitter feed
Control infrared enabled devices with IR remote and Arduino In Detail Arduino is
a small single-chip computer board that can be used for a wide variety of creative
hardware projects. The hardware consists of a simple microcontroller, board, and
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chipset. It comes with a Java-based IDE to allow creators to program the board.
Arduino is the ideal open hardware platform for experimenting with the world of
the Internet of Things. This credit card sized Arduino board can be used via the
Internet to make more useful and interactive Internet of things projects. Internet
of Things with Arduino Blueprints is a project-based book that begins with
projects based on IoT and cloud computing concepts. This book covers up to
eight projects that will allow devices to communicate with each other, access
information over the Internet, store and retrieve data, and interact with
users—creating smart, pervasive, and always-connected environments. It explains
how wired and wireless Internet connections can be used with projects and the
use of various sensors and actuators. The main aim of this book is to teach you
how Arduino can be used for Internet-related projects so that users are able to
control actuators, gather data from various kinds of sensors, and send and
receive data wirelessly across HTTP and TCP protocols. Finally, you can use
these projects as blueprints for many other IoT projects and put them to good
use. By the end of the book, you will be an expert in the use of IoT with Arduino
to develop a set of projects that can relate very well to IoT applications in the real
world. Style and approach Every chapter in this book clearly explains how to
assemble components through easy-to-follow steps on while laying out important
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concepts, code snippets, and expected output results so that you can easily end
up with a successful project where you can also enhance or modify the project
according to your requirements.
Malware has gone mobile, and the security landscape is changing quickly with
emerging attacks on cell phones, PDAs, and other mobile devices. This first book
on the growing threat covers a wide range of malware targeting operating
systems like Symbian and new devices like the iPhone. Examining code in past,
current, and future risks, protect your banking, auctioning, and other activities
performed on mobile devices. * Visual Payloads View attacks as visible to the
end user, including notation of variants. * Timeline of Mobile Hoaxes and Threats
Understand the history of major attacks and horizon for emerging threates. *
Overview of Mobile Malware Families Identify and understand groups of mobile
malicious code and their variations. * Taxonomy of Mobile Malware Bring order to
known samples based on infection, distribution, and payload strategies. *
Phishing, SMishing, and Vishing Attacks Detect and mitigate phone-based
phishing (vishing) and SMS phishing (SMishing) techniques. * Operating System
and Device Vulnerabilities Analyze unique OS security issues and examine
offensive mobile device threats. * Analyze Mobile Malware Design a sandbox for
dynamic software analysis and use MobileSandbox to analyze mobile malware. *
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Forensic Analysis of Mobile Malware Conduct forensic analysis of mobile devices
and learn key differences in mobile forensics. * Debugging and Disassembling
Mobile Malware Use IDA and other tools to reverse-engineer samples of
malicious code for analysis. * Mobile Malware Mitigation Measures Qualify risk,
understand threats to mobile assets, defend against attacks, and remediate
incidents. * Understand the History and Threat Landscape of Rapidly Emerging
Mobile Attacks * Analyze Mobile Device/Platform Vulnerabilities and Exploits *
Mitigate Current and Future Mobile Malware Threats
This is your must-have resource to the theoretical and practical concepts of
mobile UX. You’ll learn about the concepts and how to apply them in real-world
scenarios. Throughout the book, the author provides you with 10 of the most
commonly used archetypes in the UX arena to help illustrate what mobile UX is
and how you can master it as quickly as possible. First, you’ll start off learning
how to communicate mobile UX flows visually. From there, you’ll learn about
applying and using 10 unique user experience patterns or archetypes for mobile.
Finally, you’ll understand how to prototype and use these patterns to create
websites and apps. Whether you’re a UX professional looking to master mobility
or a designer looking to incorporate the best UX practices into your website, after
reading this book, you’ll be better equipped to maneuver this emerging specialty.
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Addresses the gap between theoretical concepts and the practical application of
mobile user experience design Illustrates concepts and examples through an
abundance of diagrams, flows, and patterns Explains the differences in touch
gestures, user interface elements, and usage patterns across the most common
mobile platforms Includes real-world examples and case studies for this rapidly
growing field
Renowned Photographer and Photoshop hall-of-famer, Martin Evening returns
with his comprehensive guide to Photoshop. This acclaimed work covers
everything from the core aspects of working in Photoshop to advanced
techniques for refined workflows and professional results. Using concise advice,
clear instruction and real world examples, this essential guide will give you the
skills, regardless of your experience, to create professional quality results. A
robust accompanying website features sample images, tutorial videos, bonus
chapters and a plethora of extra resources. Quite simply, this is the essential
reference for photographers of all levels using Photoshop.
Sometimes photographers have to shoot in less than ideal lighting situations. Maybe
the wedding is mid-day in the middle of a field, or perhaps the event is in a florescent-lit
room. These scenarios can be particularly intimidating for beginning photographers who
don't know how to handle the many undesirable lighting situations they may encounter.
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In Shooting in Sh*tty Light, professional photographers Lindsay Adler and Erik Valind
cover the top ten worst lighting situations and provide a variety of solutions for each.
They explain which solutions are most practical and why one option might be preferable
over another, examining such problems as extremely low lighting when no flash is
allowed, strong backlight, and the light on an overcast day. Unlike other books that
focus on natural light or lighting in general, this book addresses a very real need of
beginning photographers, answering the question, “What do I do when the lighting is
terrible?” Lindsay and Erik candidly show you the tools at your disposal, demonstrating
the techniques essential to getting the job done with minimal fuss. Shows how to deal
with ten of the worst lighting situations, such as harsh midday light, extremely low light,
and mixed light. Offers real-life examples and practical solutions for handling poor light,
such as identifying natural reflectors, bouncing light off a wall, or utilizing flash gels.
Features a fun, conversational style to help you conquer the fear of poor lighting and
approach any lighting situation with confidence!
WINNER: Les Plumes des Achats 2018 - Committee Special Prize A Circular Economy
Handbook for Business and Supply Chains is an easily digestible and comprehensive
handbook that provides a clear guide to the circular economy, helping the reader create
future-fit, sustainable strategies. Real examples across a range of market sectors help
businesses, students and policymakers understand the theory and fast-developing
practice of the circular economy. To help the reader generate ideas, A Circular
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Economy Handbook for Business and Supply Chains provides a holistic framework for
the design and supply chain and supporting business models, and includes tools the
reader can use to get started. Whilst growing global consumption presents fantastic
business opportunities, our current linear systems (take some materials, make a
product, use it and then throw it away) are not fit for purpose. The circular economy
unlocks this problem by decoupling resources from consumption. Engaged businesses
are re-thinking product design, material choices, business models and supply chains. A
Circular Economy Handbook for Business and Supply Chains is a must-read for anyone
who wants to apply the circular economy today. Online resources now available:
PowerPoint slides of figures and tables from every chapter created by the author.
This book presents current developments in smart city research and application
regarding the management of manufacturing systems, Industry 4.0, transportation, and
business management. It suggests approaches to incorporating smart city innovations
into manufacturing systems, with an eye towards competitiveness in a global
environment. The same pro-innovative approach is then applied to business and
cooperation management. The authors also present smart city transportation solutions
including vehicle data processing/reporting system, mobile application for fleet
managers, bus drivers, bus passengers and special applications for smart city buses
like passenger counting system, IP cameras, GPS system etc. The goal of the book is
to establish channels of communication and disseminate knowledge among
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researchers and professionals working on smart city research and application. Features
contributions on a variety of topics related to smart cities from global researchers and
professionals in a wide range of sectors; Presents topics relating to smart cities such as
manufacturing, business, and transportation; Includes expanded selected papers from
EAI International Conference on Management of Manufacturing Systems (MMS 2016),
EAI Industry of Things and Future Technologies Conference – Mobility IoT 2016 and
International Conference on Smart Electric Vehicles and Vehicular Ad-hoc NETworks
(SEVNET).
"Argues that monitoring one's electronic business communication 24/7 is actually
counterproductive and offers a plan for companies to take time to ""disconnect"" in
order to boost their productivity."
API Design for C++ provides a comprehensive discussion of Application Programming
Interface (API) development, from initial design through implementation, testing,
documentation, release, versioning, maintenance, and deprecation. It is the only book
that teaches the strategies of C++ API development, including interface design,
versioning, scripting, and plug-in extensibility. Drawing from the author's experience on
large scale, collaborative software projects, the text offers practical techniques of API
design that produce robust code for the long term. It presents patterns and practices
that provide real value to individual developers as well as organizations. API Design for
C++ explores often overlooked issues, both technical and non-technical, contributing to
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successful design decisions that product high quality, robust, and long-lived APIs. It
focuses on various API styles and patterns that will allow you to produce elegant and
durable libraries. A discussion on testing strategies concentrates on automated API
testing techniques rather than attempting to include end-user application testing
techniques such as GUI testing, system testing, or manual testing. Each concept is
illustrated with extensive C++ code examples, and fully functional examples and
working source code for experimentation are available online. This book will be helpful
to new programmers who understand the fundamentals of C++ and who want to
advance their design skills, as well as to senior engineers and software architects
seeking to gain new expertise to complement their existing talents. Three specific
groups of readers are targeted: practicing software engineers and architects, technical
managers, and students and educators. The only book that teaches the strategies of
C++ API development, including design, versioning, documentation, testing, scripting,
and extensibility. Extensive code examples illustrate each concept, with fully functional
examples and working source code for experimentation available online. Covers
various API styles and patterns with a focus on practical and efficient designs for largescale long-term projects.
Project Report from the year 2016 in the subject Business economics - Business
Management, Corporate Governance, grade: 16,00/20,00, , course: Strategic
Management, language: English, abstract: This papers aim is to investigate, if it is a
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good decision for Nokia to go back to the mobile telephone market by utilising different
stratec management tools (SWOT, Five Forces, PESTEL, etc.). The report will start
analyzing the evolution of the market of mobile phones and Nokia’s role in it. Then we
will move on to the company’s strategy in former times and its success factors. Next
point will be the external analysis (SBU, breakthrough resources and capabilities,
competitors and the industry). Afterwards we will analyze the current strategic plan of
Nokia and a predictable forecast for Nokia’s evolution according to future events such
as the launch of the new iPhone. Finally this report will contain an evaluation on
Nokia’s decision: to what extent we believe, as a consulting professional group, it is
positive or negative for Nokia to return to the market.
An introduction to the Droid X explains how to get the most out of the device, with a
hands-on approach to learning the Droid X functions and applications, a review of its
features, customization tips and tricks, and instructions to help users master theDroid
X.
Proliferation of distributed generation and the increased ability to monitor different parts of the
electrical grid offer unprecedented opportunities for consumers and grid operators. Energy can
be generated near the consumption points, which decreases transmission burdens and novel
control schemes can be utilized to operate the grid closer to its limits. In other words, the same
infrastructure can be used at higher capacities thanks to increased efficiency. Also, new
players are integrated into this grid such as smart meters with local control capabilities, electric
vehicles that can act as mobile storage devices, and smart inverters that can provide auxiliary
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support. To achieve stable and safe operation, it is necessary to observe and coordinate all of
these components in the smartgrid.
Ward pulls from his ten years' experience as a designer and art director to tackle subjects such
as design fetishists, Helvetica's neutrality, urgent briefs, as well as topics such as the validity of
design education, the supposed death of print, client relationships and pitch planning. In
addition, the book features contributions and insights from more than a dozen other
established practitioners such as Milton Glaser, Stefan Sagmeister, Christoph Niemann and
David Carson--Provided by publisher.
My Surface™ 2 Updated for Windows® RT 8.1 Step-by-step instructions with callouts to
Surface 2 photos that show you exactly what to do Help when you run into Surface 2 problems
or limitations Tips and Notes to help you get the most from your Surface 2 Full-color, step-bystep tasks walk you through getting and keeping your Surface 2 working just the way you want.
Learn how to: • Get started quickly with Surface 2 and Windows RT 8.1 • Connect to Wi-Fi,
share printers, and access files from your network or your SkyDrive cloud storage account •
Get on the Web fast and enjoy it more with Internet Explorer 11 and the Bing search engine •
Secure your Surface and control what your kids can do with it • Do all your Facebook and
Twitter social networking through the People app • Find and play the music you love with Xbox
Music, Radio, and Xbox Music Pass • Watch Netflix, YouTube, Hulu Plus, and other streaming
video • Instantly retrieve up-to-the-minute news from top media and journalists • Create, edit,
format, proof, and share documents with Word 2013 • Crunch numbers with Excel 2013 •
Present on the go with PowerPoint 2013 • Use OneNote 2013 to organize notes, sync them
across devices, and access them from anywhere • Manage email and track your calendar with
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Outlook 2013 • Go anywhere with Surface 2’s easy maps and directions • Capture, manage,
touch up, and geotag your photos • Make sure your files are always safely backed up • Find
the best new Windows Store Apps • Keep your Surface 2 working reliably, with maximum
battery life • Personalize your Surface 2 using the newest customization settings • Get more
help whenever you need it
The book is an easy-to-follow guide with clear instructions on various mobile forensic
techniques. The chapters and the topics within are structured for a smooth learning curve,
which will swiftly empower you to master mobile forensics. If you are a budding forensic
analyst, consultant, engineer, or a forensic professional wanting to expand your skillset, this is
the book for you. The book will also be beneficial to those with an interest in mobile forensics
or wanting to find data lost on mobile devices. It will be helpful to be familiar with forensics in
general but no prior experience is required to follow this book.
This book will help readers comprehend technical and policy elements of telecommunication
particularly in the context of 5G. It first presents an overview of the current research and
standardization practices and lays down the global frequency spectrum allocation process. It
further lists solutions to accommodate 5G spectrum requirements. The readers will find a
considerable amount of information on 4G (LTE-Advanced), LTE-Advance Pro, 5G NR (New
Radio); transport network technologies, 5G NGC (Next Generation Core), OSS (Operations
Support Systems), network deployment and end-to-end 5G network architecture. Some details
on multiple network elements (end products) such as 5G base station/small cells and the role
of semiconductors in telecommunication are also provided. Keeping trends in mind, service
delivery mechanisms along with state-of-the-art services such as MFS (mobile financial
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services), mHealth (mobile health) and IoT (Internet-of-Things) are covered at length. At the
end, telecom sector’s burning challenges and best practices are explained which may be
looked into for today’s and tomorrow’s networks. The book concludes with certain high level
suggestions for the growth of telecommunication, particularly on the importance of basic
research, departure from ten-year evolution cycle and having a 20–30 year plan. Explains the
conceivable six phases of mobile telecommunication’s ecosystem that includes R&D,
standardization, product/network/device & application development, and burning challenges
and best practices Provides an overview of research and standardization on 5G Discusses
solutions to address 5G spectrum requirements while describing the global frequency
spectrum allocation process Presents various case studies and policies Provides details on
multiple network elements and the role of semiconductors in telecommunication Presents
service delivery mechanisms with special focus on IoT
Combines in one volume the basics of evolving radio access technologies and their
implementation in mobile phones Reviews the evolution of radio access technologies (RAT)
used in mobile phones and then focuses on the technologies needed to implement the LTE
(Long term evolution) capability Coverage includes the architectural aspects of the RF and
digital baseband parts before dealing in more detail with some of the hardware implementation
Unique coverage of design parameters and operation details for LTE-A phone transceiver
Discusses design of multi-RAT Mobile with the consideration of cost and form factors Provides
in one book a review of the evolution of radio access technologies and a good overview of LTE
and its implementation in a handset Unveils the concepts and research updates of 5G
technologies and the internal hardware and software of a 5G phone
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The book "Accelerating Software Quality: Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence in the
Age of DevOps" is a complete asset for software developers, testers, and managers that are
on their journey to a more mature DevOps workflow, and struggle with better automation and
data-driven decision making. DevOps is a mature process across the entire market, however,
with existing Non-AI/ML technologies and models, it comes short in expediting release cycle,
identifying productivity gaps and addressing them. This book, that was implemented by myself
with the help of leaders from the DevOps and test automation space, is covering topics from
basic introduction to AI and ML in software development and testing, implications of AI and ML
on existing apps, processes, and tools, practical tips in applying commercial and open-source
AI/ML tools within existing tool chain, chat-bots testing, visual based testing using AI,
automated security scanning for vulnerabilities, automated code reviews, API testing and
management using AI/ML, reducing effort and time through test impact analysis (TIA), robotic
process automation (RPA), AIOps for smarter code deployments and production defects
prevention, and many more.When properly leveraging such tools, DevOps teams can benefit
from greater code quality and functional and non-functional test automation coverage. This
increases their release cycle velocity, reduces noise and software waste, and enhances their
app quality.The book is divided into 3 main sections: *Section 1 covers the fundamentals of AI
and ML in software development and testing. It includes introductions, definitions, 101 for
testing AI-Based applications, classifications of AI/ML and defects that are tied to AI/ML, and
more.*Section 2 focuses on practical advises and recommendations for using AI/ML based
solutions within software development activities. This section includes topics like visual AI test
automation, AI in test management, testing conversational AI applications, RPA benefits, API
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testing and much more.*Section 3 covers the more advanced and future-looking angles of AI
and ML with projections and unique use cases. Among the topics in this section are AI and ML
in logs observability, AIOps benefits to an entire DevOps teams, how to maintain AI/ML test
automation, Test impact analysis with AI, and more.The book is packed with many proven best
practices, real life examples, and many other open source and commercial solution
recommendations that are set to shape the future of DevOps together with ML/AI

Android ist der unumstrittene Marktführer bei den Smartphone-Systemen. Die c'tRedaktion hat Android unter die Haube geschaut und zeigt, wohin sich das
Betriebssystem entwickelt. In der Diskussion um die Datenkrake Google fällt immer
wieder die enge Verknüpfung mit Android auf, mehrere Artikeln stellen dar, wie Sie Ihr
Smartphone von den Google-Diensten entkoppeln können. Eine Teststrecke gibt Ihnen
Tests und Kaufberatungen an die Hand, mit denen Sie im Dschungel aktueller
Smartphones und Tablets den Überblick bekommen, zusätzlich hat die Redaktion die
neusten Smartwatches auf ihre Alltagstauglichkeit untersucht. In einem großen
Praxisteil erfahren Sie, wie man einfache Hardware-Defekte selbst beheben kann, wie
Sie mit Apps mehr aus Ihrem Mobilgerät herausholen und den mobilen Begleiter voll
auf Ihre Bedürfnisse einrichten. Darüberhinaus bietet das Heft zwei Aktionen: 50
Prozent Rabatt (gültig bis 31.5.2015) auf das Verbatim Dual USB Power Pack und die
Sicherheits-App Mobile Security & Antivirus von Eset kostenlos für ein Jahr. Die
Aktivierung der App ist bis zum 31. Juli 2015 möglich.
"Privacy is dead. The new rules for business, personal, and family reputation."--Cover.
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This second Preview Edition ebook, now with 16 chapters, is about writing applications
for Xamarin.Forms, the new mobile development platform for iOS, Android, and
Windows phones unveiled by Xamarin in May 2014. Xamarin.Forms lets you write
shared user-interface code in C# and XAML that maps to native controls on these three
platforms.
We are at the dawn of an era in networking that has the potential to define a new phase
of human existence. This era will be shaped by the digitization and connection of
everything and everyone with the goal of automating much of life, effectively creating
time by maximizing the efficiency of everything we do and augmenting our intelligence
with knowledge that expedites and optimizes decision-making and everyday routines
and processes. The Future X Network: A Bell Labs Perspective outlines how Bell Labs
sees this future unfolding and the key technological breakthroughs needed at both the
architectural and systems levels. Each chapter of the book is dedicated to a major area
of change and the network and systems innovation required to realize the technological
revolution that will be the essential product of this new digital future.
This book contains the contributions presented at the 3rd international KES conference
on Smart Education and Smart e-Learning, which took place in Puerto de la Cruz,
Tenerife, Spain, June 15-17, 2016. It contains a total of 56 peer-reviewed book
chapters that are grouped into several parts: Part 1 - Smart University: Conceptual
Modeling, Part 2 – Smart Education: Research and Case Studies, Part 3 – Smart ePage 19/27
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Learning, Part 4 – Smart Education: Software and Hardware Systems, and Part 5 –
Smart Technology as a Resource to Improve Education and Professional Training. We
believe that the book will serve as a useful source of research data and valuable
information for faculty, scholars, Ph.D. students, administrators, and practitioners those who are interested in innovative areas of smart education and smart e-learning.
This publication examines how effectively boards manage to align executive and board
remuneration with the longer-term interests of their companies.
Important IPhone 5 news! There has never been a IPhone 5 Guide like this. It contains
225 answers, much more than you can imagine; comprehensive answers and extensive
details and references, with insights that have never before been offered in print. Get
the information you need--fast! This all-embracing guide offers a thorough view of key
knowledge and detailed insight. This Guide introduces what you want to know about
IPhone 5. A quick look inside of some of the subjects covered: GSM frequency bands Multi-band and multi-mode phones, App Store (iOS) - History, Tim Cook - Apple, Apple
system on a chip - Apple A6, IPhone 5C - Apple-branded accessories, HTC Butterfly,
IPhone 3GS, Apple Watch - Technology, HTC One (2013) - Development, Blue Screen
of Death - iPhone 5s, Smartphone - Display, BlackBerry (company) - Financials,
Vodafone NZ - iPhone, TDD-LTE - Deployment, commercial networks and devices,
AirDrop, IPhone accessories - Dock, ARMv8 - ARMv8-A, Gyroscope - Properties, Apple
A6 - Products that include the Apple A6, IPod - Connectivity, Ars Technica - Content,
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List of PowerVR products - Series5XT (SGXMP), Smartphone wars - 2011, List of
Apple Inc. slogans - iPhone, Product Red - Products, Siri, Apple community - 2013,
IPhone 5C - Apple accessories, Moto X - Reception, Apple A7, IOS 3.0 - iOS 6.x,
IPhone 4S, Respring - History of iOS jailbreaking tools, Jailbreaking for iOS - History of
iOS jailbreaking tools, Chevrolet Silverado - Third generation (2014-), Voice command
device - iOS, ARMv6, ARM Holdings - Licensees, Nokia Lumia 920 - Reviews, List of
Apple codenames - N, Apple A7 - Apple A7 (APL0698), Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas
- Mobile version, IOS 7 - Reception, IOS 6.0 - History, IOS 6 - Version history: portable
iOS devices, IOS 7 - History, IOS - Folders, and much more...

Bluetooth 4 57 Success Secrets - 57 Most Asked Questions on Bluetooth 4 What You Need to KnowEmereo Publishing
This Field Guide derives from the treatment of geometrical optics that has
evolved from both the undergraduate and graduate programs at the Optical
Sciences Center at the University of Arizona. The development is both rigorous
and complete, and it features a consistent notation and sign convention. This
volume covers Gaussian imagery, paraxial optics, first-order optical system
design, system examples, illumination, chromatic effects, and an introduction to
aberrations. The appendices provide supplemental material on radiometry and
photometry, the human eye, and several other topics.
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"'3D Printing: The Next Industrial Revolution' explores the practicalities and
potential of 3D printing today, as well as trying to realistically foresee the impact
of 3D printing on the world of tomorrow. The book is written for a wide audience,
including 3D printing enthusiasts, entrepreneurs, designers, investors, students,
and indeed anybody who wants to be more informed about the next round of
radical technological change. Particular features of the book include an extensive
chapter that details every current 3D printing technology, as well as an industry
overview covering 3D printer manufacturers, software providers, and bureau
services. These chapters are then supported by an extensive 3D printing
glossary (of over 100 terms) and a 3D printing directory." --Amazon.com.
Communities Dominate Brands: Business and marketing challenges for the 21st
century is a book about how the new phenomenon of digitally connected
communities are emerging as a force to counterbalance the power of the big
brands and advertising. The book explores the problems faced by branding,
marketing and advertising facing multiple radical changes in this decade.
Communities Dominate Brands discusses how disruptive effects of digitalisation
and connectedness introduce threats and opportunities. The authors compellingly
illustrate how modern consumers are forming communities and peer-groups to
pool their power resulting in a dramatic revolution of how businesses interact with
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their customers. The book provides practical guidance of how to move from
obsolete interruptive advertising to interactive engagement marketing and
community based communications, with dozens of real business examples from
around the world. Communities Dominate Brands addresses its topic from a
marketing (including advertising and branding) perspective and maintains a
rigorous focus on business and profit dimensions of the issues involved.The book
discusses such recent phenomena as blogging, virtual environments, mobile
phone based swarming and massively multiplayer games. The book introduces a
new generation of consumers called Generation-C (for Community). The book
also discusses such new concepts as the Connected Age, Reachability, the Four
C's, Alpha Users, and introduces Communities as an unavoidable new element
into the traditional communication model. Combining the digital trends, modern
management theories, and emerging new customer behaviour, Communities
Dominate Brands arrives to its conclusion, that traditional marketing methods are
increasingly ineffective and even becoming counterproductive. The power of the
brands and the abuses by marketing have created a vacuum for a
counterbalance, and digitally connected communities, the blogosphere, gamers,
and especially the always-on connectedness of those on mobile phone networks,
are emerging as the counterforce to redress the balance. The power of smart
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mobs and digitally enlightened communities will react rapidly to marketing
excesses as the natural force balancing the power of the brands.The way a
business can and must interact with the powerful new communities is through
engagement marketing, by enticing the communities to interact with the brands.
Communities Dominate Brands covers the major changes taking place in
business and industry worldwide from leading digitally connected societies such
as Finland, Korea, Japan, Hong Kong, UK and the USA. The authors discuss the
business relevance of such community related technologies and phenomena
such as blogging, CANs, iPod, MMOGs, MVNOs, PVRs, Ringing Tones, SMS
text messaging, swarming, VOD. This is the definitive business book on the
impact of new technologies, not explaining how technology works, but showing
what businesses need to do to make money in the new digitally converging
environment. Communities Dominate Brands analyses early successes of
engaging communities by global brands such as Adidas, Apple, Audi, BBC,
Boeing, Coca Cola, eBay, Ford, Google, Guinness, Hush Puppies, Lonely Planet,
MTV, Nokia, Orange, Philips, Red Bull, Sony, Tesco, Tony & Guy, Vodafone,
etc.The lessons are amplified with insights from rough punishment by
communities suffered by Hutchison/Three networks, Kryptonite locks, Mazda, the
Philippines Government, etc. Fully indexed, impeccably researched with
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documented sources, offering over 50 current business examples and over a
dozen case studies, Communities Dominate Brands is a hands-on practical
business handbook on how to adjust marketing to deal with communities. With
tools such as the Four C's and Reachability, the authors provide a competitive
head-start to all who want to achieve customer satisfaction and return business in
the 21st century.
This book is the first part of a three-volume field guide to the future of
architecture. The collection maps contemporary architectural practice and urban
planning, presented through the words and ideas of some of its key players and
change-makers. From institutions, activists, thinkers, curators and architects to
urban bloggers, polemicists, critics and publishers, Archifutures presents the
people shaping tomorrow’s architecture and cities – and thereby helping to
shape our societies of the future as well. This first volume of Archifutures, The
Museum includes thought pieces, essays, interviews, and discussions – in both
words and pictures – between members of Future Architecture platform. Steering
the dialogue on the contemporary role of these institutional bodies are current
practitioners and thinkersin the architecture and design field. Designed by Diana
Portela with Janar Siniloo and Lena Giovanazzi.
Full Color INCLUDES COMPLETE CODE AND ASSETS FOR EACH APP IN
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THIS VOLUME! Got a great idea for an app? There’s a chapter for that! Calling
all developers: Windows Phone 7 is starting to gain traction, and the opportunity
is yours to sell the next killer app! 101 Windows Phone 7 Apps is a book series
like no other–best-selling author and Microsoft developer Adam Nathan walks
you through the process of building 101 real, robust, diverse, and marketplacecertified Silverlight applications. You not only get online access to the full source
code and related assets, but the book is chock full of tips, warnings, and advice
that can only come from Adam’s experience of writing so many complete
applications and selling them in the Windows Phone Marketplace. Imagine how
long it would take you to develop and test 50 apps and how much you would
learn from the experience. Rather than spending all that time starting from
scratch, use this book to hit the ground running! Whether you simply make
cosmetic changes to apps in this book (for example, creating kid-themed
versions), repurpose apps (such as building a mortgage calculator based on
Chapter 10’s tip calculator), or build something completely unique, this book can
greatly accelerate your development time and help you create high-quality apps.
Sell your apps in the Windows Phone Marketplace and make this book pay for
itself! Volume I contains the first 50 apps and covers the following: Everything
you need to know about Silverlight Fully exploiting phone features such as the
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application bar, hardware/software keyboards, multi-touch, accelerometer,
microphone, and more Using rich controls such as pivots, panoramas, and
controls in free toolkits, such as date/time pickers, toggle switches, charts, and
graphs Building your own custom controls, including popular ones missing from
the platform, such as a checkable list box, multi-select picker box, and color
picker Broadly applicable pages, such as a photo-cropping page and
accelerometer-calibration page How to make your app look and feel like a firstparty app Practical tips on a wide range of topics, even acquiring and creating
sound effects, using custom fonts, and creating icons
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